The optical characteristics of (PMMA/PVA) thin films are investigated by spectrometric measurements. Sample with different percentage are prepared with constant thickness (110 m) using casting technique. The real (n) and imaginary (k) parts of refractive index and dielectric constant of the thin films are determined. Some important parameters of optical absorption, such as the oscillator energy (E0), dispersion energy (Ed), the average value of oscillator strength (S0), wavelength (0) of single oscillator and the ratio carrier concentration to the effective mass (N/m*) have been evaluated. The values obtained for the high frequency dielectric constant through two procedures are in the range of (6.31-7.35) for all ranges of the different concentrations.
Introduction
Polymer materials have been widely used in various fields such as industrial products [1] , optical communications, including polymer optical fibers, optical waveguides and optical connectors due to their ease of processing, relatively low cost and mass production compared to silica based optical materials [2] . They also have potential advantages for applications in optical storage systems, such as high thermal stability, low absorption loss and the ability of refractive index changing upon exposure to light.
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) has drawn tremendous interest due to its remarkable physical and optical properties. literature studies reveals that the properties of PMMA depend on its molecular structure and could be modified by several methods such as external electric field, UV illumination and polymer blending [3] [4] [5] .
Kaminska et al [6] studied the thermal and photochemical stability of poly (methylmethacrylate)/poly (vinyl acetate) blends and revealed that poly (vinyl acetate) acts as stabilizer with respect to thermal and photochemical degradation when the processes take place in air. The electrical conductivity of polyaniline doped (PVC) and (PMMA) thin films have been measured by studying the I-V characteristics at various temperatures in the range (323-363) K 0 [7] . Ismail, L.N. et al prepare PMMA thin films with different concentration deposited on (ITO) substrate to investigate the effect on the dielectric, optical and morphology properties of PMMA thin film [8] .
Because of its good compatible nature with other polymers, we reported in the present work, the effect of various concentrations of (PVA) on some important optical parameters of PMMA thin films. Such as refractive index, oscillator energy (E0) dispersion energy (Ed), average value of oscillator strength (S0) and the ratio carrier concentration to the effective mass(N/m*).
Experimental Work

Sample preparation:
The PVA polymer obtained in powder form (BDH) chemicals has approximately molecular weight (10000 g/mol) and PMMA polymer supplied by (Aldrich) were used in this study. The specimens with thickness (110 m) were prepared by casting from solution, the polymers were separately dissolved in chloroform for 48 hour at room temperature and thoroughly stirred using a magnetic stirrer for about 4 hour. The solutions of different concentrations (100/0, 80/20, 60/40, 20/ 80, 0/100) of two polymers are poured in to clean glass Petri dish.
Optical measurements:
Optical properties of samples were measured by using (Shimadzu 1601 PC) spectrophotometer in the wavelength range (200-900) nm. The spectroscopic behavior of materials is utilized to determine their optical constants (refractive index (n), extinction coefficient (k), real and imaginary parts of dielectric constants (r,i)). Several methods were proposed to determine these optical constants; they involve measurements of absorbance (A), reflectance (R) and transmittance (T).
The absorbance (A) is defined as the logarithm of the ratio between absorbed light intensity (I) by material and the incident intensity of light (I0) of a sample, [9] (2) where, (x) is sample thickness. Dielectric constant is defined as the response of the material towards the incident electromagnetic field. The dielectric constant of compound is divided into to parts real and imaginary, and can be written as [11] : Result and Discussion
Optical characterization:
The Optical measurements of absorbance of (PMMA) and (PVA) blends in different concentration were carried out in the range (200-900) nm. As shown in Fig. (1) the intensity of absorption peak has increased by decreasing of PVA ratio. It can be observed that there is a sudden decrease in the absorption values in the visible region; the best absorption was for the 100% PMMA-0%PVA (pure PMMA). This may be attributed to the decreasing in the levels at the energy band by increasing the PVA consternation. These results are in good agreement with our previous results [12] . 
Refractive index dispersion:
Refractive index is one of the fundamental properties for an optical material because it is closely related to the electronic polarization of ions and the local field inside materials. The refractive index (n) of the prepared samples can be determined from the absolute values of the reflectance of the investigated films using the following formula [13] :
Where k is the extinction coefficient and R is the optical reflectance. The extinction coefficient can be obtained from the relation k  /4. Plots in Fig.(2) represent the dispersion in the refractive index for pure (0% PVA) and doped PMMA thin films in the investigated range of wavelengths. Inspection of the figure indicates that for all compositions that the refractive index decreases with increasing wavelength as well as it increases PVA content increases from (0100)%. A more rapid variations in n() values may be seen at the low wavelength range (200-300) nm. Towards higher values of wavelengths (300-500) nm, the refractive index reaches a nearly constant value. 
Determination of the dielectric constant:
The real (r) and imaginary (i) parts of the dielectric constant were obtained using the formula r  n 2  k 2 and i  2nk [14] . The variation in the real (r) and imaginary (i) parts of the dielectric constant for different samples are shown in Fig.(3) and (4). They indicate the same pattern curves but the values of real part are higher than those of the imaginary part. Analysis of the obtained data of refractive index can be used to obtain the high frequency dielectric constant through two procedures [15] : The first, describes the contribution of the free carriers and lattice vibration modes of the dispersion, while the second procedure is based upon the dispersion arising from the bound carriers in an empty lattice. However, both procedures were employed for the obtained value of lattice high frequency dielectric constant .
The First Procedure
The following equation shows the relation between the optical dielectric constant (), wavelength  and refractive index [16] : (5) where c is the velocity of the light, 0 the permittivity of free space (8.85410 12 F/m), N the free carrier concentration and m* the effective mass of the charge carriers. The nature of the dispersion of n 2 as a function of wavelength  2 for different samples is shown in Fig.(5) . The refractive index is an anomalous dispersion in the region of the high frequency. Both the refractive index and absorption of electromagnetic radiation were found to be increased as frequency increases. Furthermore, the refractive index becomes large, when the frequency of the radiation crosses with the characteristic frequency of the electron. From Fig.(5) , it can be seen that the dependence of n 2 is linear at longer wavelength, both the refractive index and absorption of electromagnetic radiation were found to be increased as frequency increase. The values of lattice high frequency dielectric constant
is determined from the intersection of the straight line with  2  0. (6) where p is the plasma frequency with The Second procedure Determination of the dielectric constant could be defined by the dispersion relation of the incident photon. The refractive index was also fitted using a function for extrapolation towards shorter wavelength. The Moss model [18] , which stated that: "the free carriers contribution to dispersion are relatively small". This means that data corresponding to the wavelength range lying below the absorption edge of the material has to be used. The properties of the investigated samples could be treated as a single oscillator at wavelength 0 at high frequency. To find the high frequency dielectric constant (   (7) where S0 is the average oscillator strength, 0 is an average oscillator wavelength. Equation (7) can be written as follows: Where n is the refractive index at infinite wavelength 0. Table ( 2) shows the values of 0 and S0, they were obtained from slope and intercept of (n 2  1) 1 versus  2 curves at different concentrations. In Fig.(6) , the Journal of Al-Nahrain University Vol.16 (3), September, 2013, pp.164-170 Science intersection with (n 2  1) 1 axis is closed with each other and small difference between them may be due to the lattice vibrations and bounded carriers in an empty lattice which are in the transparent region [20] . This means that the lattice vibration and bounded carriers varies with different concentration of (PMMA/PVA) films. 
Dispersion Energy Parameters of Thin Films
The dispersion energy plays an important role in the research for optical materials because it is a significant factor in optical communication and in designing devices for spectral dispersion. The dispersion of refractive index of the thin films was analyzed using the concept of the single oscillator and can be expressed by Wemple Where E, E0 and Ed are the photon energy, the oscillator energy and the dispersion energy, respectively. The parameter Ed, which is the measure of the intensity of the inter-band optical transition, does not depend significantly on the band gap. A plot of (n 2  1) 1 versus E 2 of PMMA/PVA films for different concentrations is shown in Fig. (7) The values of Ed and E0 presented in Table ( 2) were obtained from the slope and the intercept, respectively, resulting from the extrapolation of the lines. It is clear that, the effect of the different concentrations on the refractive index and dispersion profiles were exhibited a linear displacement in the shape of the dispersion profile with decreasing refractive index. The refractive index declines towards long wavelengths, this is due to the influence of lattice absorption. 
